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COLOUR IN CAMBRIDGE

Fitzwilliam MS 251, f. 15r (detail)
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, from a copy of Jean Corbechon’s Livre des
propriétés des choses, produced in Paris in 1414 and illuminated by the Master of the
Mazarine Hours, featured in the major exhibition COLOUR: The Art and Science of
Illuminated Manuscript, currently at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Further
details on p.16.
© By kind permission of the Fitzwilliam Museum.
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A group of Irish soldiers in France, 1917 (TCD MS 10247)
Home-page image from the new website, Fit as fiddles and as hard as nails: Irish
soldiers’ voices from the trenches. Further details on p. 32.
© Reproduced by kind permission of the Board of Trinity College Dublin
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AMARC MEMBERSHIP
Membership can be personal or institutional. Institutional members
receive two copies of mailings,
have triple voting rights, and may
send staff to meetings at the
members’ rate. Details and
application forms are available
from: www.amarc.org.uk.
Enquiries about membership should
be addressed to the Membership
Secretary: Mr Richard Wragg,
AMARC Membership Secretary,
Archivist, The National Gallery
Trafalgar Square, London, WC2N

Please do remember to inform the
Membership Secretary of any
change in your email or postal
address.
Annual subscription rates (April–
March) are:
Personal Membership: £10
Institutional Membership: £30
(For non-sterling cheques, please
add £7 extra to cover bank charges).
Please send your payment to: Dr
Michael Stansfield, AMARC
2
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Treasurer, c/o Durham University
Library, Palace Green, Durham
DH1 3RN. Payment by standing
order is welcomed. Forms can be
obtained from the Membership
Secretary or Treasurer. If more
members with UK bank accounts
could pay by standing order it
would considerably decrease the
amount of time spent on
administration.

Images submitted should be
delivered via e-mail or file-share.

AMARC GRANTS
AMARC members are reminded
that applications may be made for
projects that bring AMARC and its
activities to a wider audience and
support the stated aim of AMARC:
to promote the accessibility,
preservation and archives of all
periods in libraries and other
research collections in Great Britain
and Ireland. Typical examples are:
contributing to the costs of holding
conferences and workshops;
support for small projects such as
the web-publication of unpublished
catalogues of manuscripts;
assistance to scholars in obtaining
reproductions or undertaking
essential travel as part of projects
whose aims are in line with those of
AMARC; the provision of
equipment to facilitate access to
manuscripts; assistance with the
necessary purchase of manuscripts
and archives to benefit the AMARC
community; carrying out
conservation work on manuscripts
and archives.
Applicants must be fully paid-up
individual or institutional
members, of at least one year’s
standing, and should read carefully
the detailed information about
applying found at
www.amarc.org.uk/grants.htm.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Many thanks to all contributors to
this issue, including the following
whose help or contributions are unattributed:
Nicolas Bell, Andrea Clarke, Lisa
di Tommaso, Deirdre Jackson,
Peter Kidd, Bernard Meehan, Beth
Morrison, Holly Nicholas, Stella
Panayotova, Pamela Robinson, and
Michael Stansfield. Thanks are also
due to the British Library, the
Fitzwilliam Museum, the Master
and Fellows of Trinity College,
Cambridge, and the Board of
Trinity College Dublin for the use
of photographs.
The views expressed herein are
those of the Editor and other named
contributors. In addition to contributions from individuals, information has been taken from a variety
of websites, press releases etc., the
accuracy of which cannot be guaranteed. You are advised to confirm
details, especially if travelling to
events or exhibitions.

Funding levels may vary from year
to year, but it is anticipated that the
Committee will make awards of not
the grant being sought; the names
and addresses of two referees;
details of the addressee for the
cheque. Applications should be
submitted to Dr Michael Stansfield,

DEADLINE for publication in
Issue no. 68 is 1 April 2017. Please
send your articles or any news of
interest to AMARC members to the
editor: Dr Ceridwen Lloyd-Morgan
(c.lloydmorgan@btinternet.com).
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AMARC Treasurer, c/o Durham
University Library, Palace Green,
Durham DH1 3RN
or m.m.n.stansfield@durham.ac.uk,
at any time. They will usually be
considered at the next Committee
meeting (held in April and October)
and successful applicants will be
informed soon thereafter.

marks the completion of the third
phase of the Greek Manuscripts
Digitisation Project and the launch
of the Greek Manuscripts Online
web resource (see below, p. 31).
Speakers include: Sebastian Brock
(Oriental Institute, Oxford), André
Binggeli (IRHT, Paris); Maria
Georgopoulou (Gennadius Library,
Athens); Elizabeth Jeffreys (Exeter
College, Oxford), Scot McKendrick
(British Library); Georgi Parpulov
(Plovdiv, Bulgaria); Charlotte
Roueché (King’s College London),
Christopher Wright and Philip
Taylor (Royal Holloway,
University of London). Speakers
will discuss a variety of topics
related to the Library’s digitised
Greek collections, such as GreekSyriac palimpsests, Byzantine
illuminated manuscripts, Greek
written culture and the digital
humanities as well as cultural
interactions between Greece and
Britain.
AMARC Members will benefit can
book at the student rate (£15) and
the AMARC AGM will be held
during the lunch break. Further
details at
www.amarc.org.uk/meetings.htm.
The conference will be
accompanied by an evening lecture
by Michael Wood on ‘The Wisdom
of the Greeks’, looking at how the
legacy of Greece and Byzantium in
science, religion and literature was
transmitted to the Latin West.

HU

Grant recipients will be required to
submit for publication in this
newsletter a brief report (300-500
words) of the use to which the grant
was put.

AMARC MEETINGS
Spring Meeting
The well-attended Spring Meeting,
held at London Metropolitan
Archives (LMA) on 22 April 2016,
took the theme ‘Within and without
the walls: Sources for the history of
later medieval and early modern
London’. As well as hearing a
wide-ranging and stimulating series
of papers, ranging from the 15th to
the 17th century, we were able to
examine many of the documents
discussed, as well as looking behind
the scenes before enjoying an
excellent lunch. Many thanks to our
Meetings Secretary, Dr Suzanne
Paull, for organizing another very
successful meeting and to our
colleagues at LMA for their warm
welcome.
September Meeting:
Greek MSS in the British Library
British Library Conference
Centre
19 September 2016
As we go to press, we look forward
to our autumn meeting, held in
conjunction with the British
Library. This one-day conference

FORTHCOMING AMARC
MEETINGS
‘Manuscripts in the Making’
Cambridge, 8-10 December 2016
AMARC is one of the sponsors of
this major conference (details on p.
4
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10), where AMARC Members will
benefit from a reduced registration
fee. We look forward to seeing
many of you there.

individual entities, and those which
can be identified as coming from a
‘lost manuscript’ are also gathered
together and that re-imagined codex
given its own description and its
own shelfmarks. Seeking a
designation for those codices
which, because their elements are
dispersed, can be in many places
and in none, we have chosen to
conceptualise them as the
manuscripts of Babel.

§ Details of all AMARC meetings
will be emailed to members and
announced on our website.

PROJECTS
Lost Manuscripts Project
University of Essex
www.lostmss.org.uk/project
This project, run by the Centre for
Bibliographical History at the
University of Essex, aims in a series
of stages to build a union catalogue
of manuscript fragments in the
British Isles.

The first stage of this ambitious
undertaking is a pilot project
intended to experiment and test the
possibilities. Generously funded by
the University of Essex, its focus is
the range of manuscript fragments
to be found in volumes owned by
Samuel Harsnett (1561-1631),
archbishop of York (1629-31),
which are now housed in the
Special Collections of the
University’s Library.

Sustained attention to fragments has
been less frequent than that given to
extant complete codices. There has
been some notable work – one to
which this project is particularly
indebted is Neil Ker’s Pastedowns
in Oxford Bindings (1954, repr.
2004) – and there are some exciting
on-line initiatives already afoot.
This project is founded on the belief
that a wider understanding of the
fragmentary can be transformative
of our understanding of manuscript
culture and revelatory about the
processes of discarding which were
part of the long, slow death of that
culture.

Legal Arguments and Equity in
Church Courts in England in the
13th Century
Sarah White, recipient of an
AMARC grant, reports on recent
progress.
I am just about to start the third
year of my PhD at the University of
St Andrews under the supervision
of Prof. John Hudson. The
provisional title of my thesis is
‘Legal Arguments and Equity in
Church Courts in England in the
Thirteenth Century’. My thesis
examines the forms of legal
argument that were used by litigants
in the ecclesiastical courts and the
various sources used to support
these arguments.

The aspiration of this project is to
provide the groundwork for that
transformation by building up –
funding permitting – a union
catalogue fragments in the British
Isles in a series of stages. Each
cutting is taken as having a dual
identity and the process of
cataloguing responds to this double
nature: fragments are described as

The primary sources on which my
research is based are held in the
5
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Canterbury Cathedral Archives.
Since last year’s report, I have
finished my examination of the
documents from the first half of the
13th century and have finished
writing a chapter on the citation of
Roman and canon law in the lists of
arguments from the second half of
the century. My next two chapters
will also focus on the later half of
the century and will examine
arguments of law and arguments of
fact in the exceptions and
replications of the litigants and their
legal counsel. The funding supplied
by AMARC has allowed me to
order copies of the documents I
need, namely the documents listing
the arguments of litigants in the
Court of Canterbury, as well as a
further set of court records
providing context for the cases. I
am very thankful to AMARC for
their kind support last year and
have been deeply appreciative of
their assistance in the last few
months of manuscript-based
research.
In addition to the work on my
thesis, I am also creating an image
database hosted by the Institute of
Legal and Constitutional Research
and the University of St Andrews
Library, in collaboration with the
Canterbury Cathedral Archives.
The aim of this project is to bring
primary sources to the forefront and
to help facilitate access to
manuscript sources. We also hope
to facilitate further work on the
interaction between secular and
ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and the
changes which occurred over the
13th century. This jurisdictional
interaction can be seen in particular
in the cases concerning bastardy

and inheritance, wills and
testaments, violence against clerks,
oaths, and excommunication, all of
which were part of ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, but were particular
areas of cooperation and conflict
with the secular courts. The ILCR
database will include a large portion
of the 13th-century court records
from Canterbury and will assist
researchers working on canon law,
administration, manuscript studies,
and many other topics.
Schriftlichkeit in süddeutschen
Frauenklöstern
This project on writing culture in
women’s convents in southern
Germany was funded 2008-12 by
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) as part of its
Libraries and Archives in
Cooperation with Research plan,
enabling the cataloguing,
digitisation and academic study of
medieval manuscripts and early
printed books as well as of
pragmatic documents and archival
records from five selected southern
German women’s convents.
Jointly organised by the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek in Munich, the
Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, and
the Westfälische WilhelmsUniversität in Münster / HeinrichHeine-Universität in Düsseldorf,
the project studied the medieval
books of these Bavarian convents
and their archival holdings (up to
1550) and now presents them in
their historical context. The
manuscripts, archival records and
incunables were created or formerly
owned by the Dominican sisters of
Altenhohenau, the Bridgettines of
Altomünster, the Poor Clares (St.
6
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Jakob am Anger) and Franciscan
Tertiaries (Pütrichhaus) of Munich
and the Benedictines of Neuburg an
der Donau. The project offered new
perspectives on the education,
internal organisation and the selfconception of these religious
communities.
After the dissolution of these
houses the historical records were
divided up and as a result, books
and documents are today preserved
in libraries as well as in archives.
These are now brought together and
the rich heritage of these often
highly-educated women and their
engagement with literature can be
assessed and presented in an
unprecedented way, within the
wider context of these politically
and economically influential
communities.

PORTRAIT OF AN
ARCHIVE
An Introduction to the National
Gallery Research Centre
by Richard Wragg, Archivist
Founded in 1824, the National
Gallery houses the nation’s
collection of paintings in the
Western European tradition. The
Research Centre, home to the
Archive and Library, supports the
Gallery’s research strategy and acts
to ensure that our resources are
made available to as wide an
audience as possible. The records of
the Gallery are public records and
we are recognised as a Place of
Deposit by the National Archives.
Whilst most of what we acquire is
generated by the Gallery itself, we
also hold a significant, and
growing, number of deposited
private papers.
The Gallery is fortunate to maintain
a largely complete archive dating
back to its foundation in 1824, and
the records are a valuable resource
for anyone interested in our history.
Although we cannot claim to be the
first national museum of art, the
Gallery is significant in that it was
established by a vote of Parliament
and through the purchase of the
paintings of a private individual,
John Julius Angerstein. Unlike
many of the other great European
institutions, such as the Louvre and
the Prado, the Gallery was not
derived from a royal collection. As
such, the Archive is of importance
to anybody interested in the
motivational factors behind the
foundation and operation of a major
public establishment. The Gallery’s
Board Minutes and Papers,

The documents have now been
made accessible online as well as in
a printed catalogue. A thematic
research archive hosted by the
Bayerische Landesbibliothek
Online (www.bayerischelandesbibliothekonline.de/sueddeutschefrauenkloester) offers an
introduction and overview of the
mediaeval holdings, structured by
subject groups based on mediaeval
ways of organising libraries and
knowledge, to allow comparisons,
despite the different quantity of
source material from each convent.
Links provide direct access to the
digitised manuscripts, early printed
books, documents and archival
records. Manuscript descriptions
are available online via
www.manuscripta-mediaevalia.de.
For the printed catalogue see
below, p. 29.
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especially during the 19th and early
20th centuries, are particularly
discursive, whilst large series of incoming and out-going
correspondence illuminate many of
the Gallery’s past activities.

in 1838. Almost 150 years later,
another Gallery building project
was subject to negative public
commentary when, in 1984, Prince
Charles made his famous
‘carbuncle’ comment. The proposed
extension, completed to a different
design, would become the
Sainsbury Wing and was opened to
the public in 1991. The Gallery’s
Archive holds papers relating to
both building projects,
complementing the Office of Works
records at the National Archives
with regard to the earlier project, as
well as intermediary efforts to
expand and redevelop gallery
rooms. The papers are not just of
significance from an institutional
perspective but are also important
for what they tell us about the
creation and development of public
spaces.
Amongst the Research Centre’s
collection of private papers, many
of the key figures in the Gallery’s
history are represented. The
archives of early Directors and
Keepers, such as Sir William
Boxall and Ralph Wornum are
notable holdings. Wornum’s Diary
provides a marvellous glimpse of
how the Gallery operated in the
mid-19th century. Recent additions
to the collections of personal
archives have included the papers
of Sir Philip Hendy, Director
between 1946 and 1967. In 2016,
the Gallery made a further
acquisition with the purchase of the
art historical research notes of
another of the Gallery’s former
Directors, Sir Michael Levey.
These large collections sit alongside
smaller holdings such as the papers

The National Gallery was founded
with the purchase of just 38
paintings. Whilst the artworks were
of exceptional quality, they were
relatively small in number. One of
the challenges facing the Gallery in
the 19th century was how to
develop the collection. The Archive
explores this activity through its
acquisition files and is an important
resource for provenance research.
The collection of Sir Charles
Eastlake’s travel notebooks are also
of great interest. Eastlake, the
Gallery’s first Director, travelled
extensively in Europe, especially in
Italy, as he sought to expand and
define the Gallery’s collection. The
diaries contain comments, and
occasional sketches, of the artworks
he viewed.
As the collection grew, space in
which to display the paintings
became a more pressing concern.
The Gallery has not always resided
in the famous domed building on
Trafalgar Square. In 1824, the
Gallery occupied the London town
house formerly belonging to
Angerstein. By 1828, the Trustees
of the Gallery were engaging in
talks with the Government for a
larger, purpose built home. Plans
for a new building, by the architect
William Wilkins, were approved in
1831. However, the initial designs
were almost immediately criticised
and a number of embellishments
had been made by the time the
building was opened to the public
8
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associated with Myra Hess’s
wartime concerts.
The largest of the private papers,
however, is not concerned with a
former member of Gallery staff but
is, instead, the archive of the art
dealers Thos. Agnew and Sons. The
Gallery acquired the Agnew’s
archive in 2014 and it has since
become one of our most extensively
used collections. Agnew’s was
arguably the most significant firm
of dealers in Old Master paintings
of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. They handled many
major sales to institutions and
private collectors around the world,
including the sale of the Rokeby
Venus, now at the National Gallery.
The archive is currently the focus of
two PhD projects undertaken by
collaborative doctoral students in
the Research Centre. We have also
recently digitised the earliest of the
Company’s stock books and made
them available online at
www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintin
gs/research/research-centre/agnewsstock-books. We hope that this
digitisation project will be the first
of many as we seek ways to
improve access to our collections.

Held annually since 1974 by the
Vatican Film Library, part of the
Saint Louis University Libraries
Department of Special Collections,
this two-day conference features
papers on a wide variety of topics in
medieval and Renaissance
manuscript studies palaeography,
codicology, illumination, book
production, texts and transmission,
library history, and more. For full
details of the conference, including
programme and registration, visit
http://lib.slu.edu/specialcollections/programs/conference.
For enquiries contact vfl@slu.edu.

For more information about the
National Gallery Research Centre,
and to search the archive catalogue,
please visit
www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintin
gs/research/research-centre.

Texts and Contexts Conference
Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio
21–22 October 2016
The conference will include the
Virginia Brown Memorial Lecture,
given this year by Gregory Hays,
University of Virginia. Further
details available at:
http://epigraphy.osu.edu/texts-andcontexts-conference.

The Premodern Book in a Global
Context: Materiality and
Visuality
Binghamton University, New
York
21-22 October 2016
Marking the 50th anniversary of the
founding of the Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies
(CEMERS) at Binghamton
University, this conference will
focus on the pre-modern book
(from late antiquity until 1600). For
information contact
cemers@binghamton.edu or visit
http://cemers.info/.

CONFERENCES
43rd Saint Louis Conference on
Manuscript Studies
Vatican Film Library
Saint Louis University, Missouri
14–15 October 2016

‘Cupis volitare per auras’: Books,
Libraries, and Textual
9
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This session will focus on the
marginalia present in manuscripts
and incunables currently housed
within libraries and collections
within North America. For further
details visit:
http://manuscriptevidence.org/wpm
e/marginalia-in-manuscripts-andincunables-in-north-america/ or email jhastings@luc.edu.

Transmission from the Ancient to
the Medieval World
Università di Bari, Italy
27–28 October 2016
The first International Postgraduate
Conference organised by the
Prolepsis Association takes as its
theme the production, transmission
and circulation of ancient literary
and historical texts from Classical
antiquity to the Byzantine and
medieval periods. For information,
please visit
https://classicalstudies.org/scsnews/cfp-%E2%80%9Ccupisvolitare-auras%E2%80%9D-bookslibraries-and-textual-transmissionancient-medieval-world or contact:
prolepsis.associazione@gmail.com.

The End of the Book
University of Bristol
18 November 2016
This one-day, interdisciplinary
conference will address questions
such as: How do we know when we
have reached the end of a book?
What do readers expect to find at
the end? How are our expectations
forestalled or fulfilled by this
material, and how do the framing
structures that end a book affect the
reading, or rereading, of a text?
Further, how does the end affect the
beginning of a book, and what
dialogue emerges between authors
and readers in this liminal zone?
For further details visit:
www.bristol.ac.uk/arts/events/2016/
november/end-of-the-book.html.

‘Beyond Words: Illuminated
Manuscripts from Boston
Collections’
Boston: Houghton Library;
McMullen Museum of Art,
Boston College; Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum
3–5 November 2016
In conjunction with the major,
linked exhibitions held in Boston
from September 2016 (see p. 16),
an international conference will be
held with one day at each of the
three exhibition venues. Details are
now available at:
www.themedievalacademyblog.org/
beyond-words-illuminatedmanuscripts-from-bostoncollections/.

Manuscripts in the Making: Art
and Science
Department of Engineering,
University of Cambridge
8–10 December 2016
An international conference
organised by The Fitzwilliam
Museum, in association with the
Departments of Chemistry and
History of Art, University of
Cambridge, with support from the
Samuel H. Kress Foundation. The
conference will accompany the
Fitzwilliam Museum’s bicentenary
exhibition ‘COLOUR: The Art and

‘Border States: Marginalia in
North American Manuscripts and
Incunables’: a special session of
the Conference of the Midwest
Modern Language Association
St. Louis, Missouri
10–13 November 2016
10
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Science of Illuminated Manuscripts’ (30 July–30 December
2016, see p. 16).
This interdisciplinary conference
will aim to break new ground in
integrating recent advances in the
art historical and technical analyses
of illuminated manuscripts with
research in social and intellectual
history. While Western illuminated
manuscripts from the 6th to the
16th centuries will form a major
focus of discussion, the conference
will also include papers on
Byzantine, Islamic and PreColumbian material. For more
information including the list of
speakers and conference
programme, and to register for the
conference, please visit:
www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/colour
/conference. The conference
proceedings will be published by
Harvey Miller/Brepols in 2017.

scholars whose aim is to promote
the study of codicology,
palaeography and diplomatic and to
narrow the gaps between these
disciplines. This conference aims to
examine possibilities for
collaboration between scholars of
medieval sources and those in the
digital sciences.
Key questions addressed during the
conference include: How do
traditional (analogue) methods
relate to new (digital) tools? Will
digital analysis be the major focus
of future research in the field?
Which lines of inquiry and digital
projects have proved successful,
and which appear less fruitful? How
may we ensure the longevity of our
digital tools and editions?
SSNM plans to publish the
transactions. For further details,
please visit
www.historici.nl/nieuws/callpapers-parchment-paper-andpixels-medieval-writing-andmodern-technology.

**This conference is supported by
AMARC and AMARC members will
benefit from a reduced registration
fee. Please check the AMARC or
conference website for further
details.

‘Envisioning Knowledge’: 12th
Marco Manuscript Workshop
The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville
3-4 February 2017
Some manuscripts contain sacred
texts, brilliantly illuminated; some
preserve literary treasures, adorned
with elaborately decorated initials.
Other manuscripts have a more
practical function, from recording
land transactions to collecting
medical recipes or geographical
lore, to charting the earth or the
heavens, often supplementing their
textual content with diagrams and
illustrations, charts and maps, tables
and lists. Such manuscripts preserve
the beginnings of modern science,

Parchment, Paper and Pixels.
Medieval Writing and Modern
Technology
Maastricht, The Netherlands
2-3 February 2017
Held in collaboration with Huygens
ING and Regionaal Historisch
Centrum Limburg, this will be the
second international conference of
the working group Schrift en
Schriftdragers in de Nederlanden in
de Middeleeuwen (SSNM, ‘Writing
and Writing Practices in the
Medieval Low Countries’), a
network of Belgian and Dutch
11
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and they are important to the
development of the visual display
of information and the transmission
of both practical and speculative
knowledge.
The workshop is open to all
scholars and students engaged in
textual editing, manuscript studies,
or epigraphy. Individual 75-minute
sessions will be devoted to each
project; and participants are
encouraged to share new
discoveries and unfinished work,
presentation of works in progress,
unusual manuscript problems,
practical difficulties, and new or
experimental models for studying
or representing manuscript texts are
all welcome. Applications must be
sent by 4 November 2016 to Roy
M. Liuzza (rliuzza@utk.edu), who
may be contacted for further
information.

questions, demanding the reevaluations of a past that was
thought to be already understood
and judged. For details, visit:
www.congresodemanuscrito.com/c
onference/institutional/justification.
Act of the Scribe: Interfaces
between Scribal Work and
Language Use
The Finnish Institute at Athens
6–8 April 2017
Part of the Finnish Academy’s Act
of the Scribe project, this workshop
will discuss various aspects of
scribal work and how these relate to
language use and language change
in Graeco-Roman Antiquity. The
general focus of the workshop is on
the interface between scribal work,
including its technical properties,
and language use. Proposals for
papers are now invited; abstracts to
be submitted by 31 October 2016
at the latest (actofscribeathens2017@helsinki.fi). For
further details visit:
http://blogs.helsinki.fi/actofscribe/2
016/08/23/call-for-papers/.

The Discoveries of Manuscripts
from Late Antiquity: their
Impact on Patristic Studies and
the Contemporary World
San Juan, Argentina
28-31 March 2017
Organised by the Universidad
Católica de Cuyo, this second
International Conference will focus
on manuscripts of Late Antiquity,
in particular the important
discoveries made during the 20th
and 21st centuries, from complete
libraries to single documents, and
their significance for our
understanding of historical authors
and their contexts. Examples which
have come to light after millennia
include the Nag Hammadi Gnostic
library, the Dead Sea Scrolls,
Origen of Alexandria’s homilies,
and Augustine’s sermons. These
manuscripts pose numerous

‘Material Culture of Religious
Change and Continuity, 14001600’
University of Huddersfield
11–12 April 2017
This conference brings together
perspectives and research on
religious objects from a range of
disciplines and areas during the
chaotic period from 1400 to 1600.
Keynote speakers include: Dr
Nicolas Bell, Trinity College
Cambridge; Dr Glyn Davies,
Victoria and Albert Museum,
London; and Professor Merry
Wiesner-Hanks, University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. More
12
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information on registration,
accommodation, and the
programme will be available in due
course, please see website at
www.hud.ac.uk/research/history/ev
ents/thematerialcultureofreligiousch
angeandcontinuity1400-1600.php,
or contact Audrey Thorstad
(a.m.thorstad@hud.ac.uk).

range from the role of digital
technologies in conducting
provenance research, the
relationship between institutional
and private ownership of
manuscripts, specific case studies of
collecting practices, the
transatlantic travels of medieval
materials, collectors’ roles in the
dispersal of libraries and the
fragmentation of manuscripts,
collectors and manuscript
preservation, and how a
manuscript’s provenance history
can affect its value and
collectability on the rare books
market, to how collectors and the
act of collecting can shape and
influence interpretations of
manuscript evidence.

52nd International Congress on
Medieval Studies
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo
11-14 May 2017
Sessions on manuscript topics
include the following:
‘Manuscript Context for Early
Anglo-Saxon, Caroline, and
Germanic Verse.’
This session will consider the
manuscript context and all
associated matters of palaeography
and codicology for the earliest
poetic texts recorded in Old
English, Anglo-Latin, Caroline
Latin, Old Saxon, and Old High
German. Contact: Bruce Gilchrist,
Concordia University, Montréal
(bruce.gilchrist@johnabbott.qc.ca).

The Early Book Society
(www.nyu.edu/projects/) will
sponsor the following sessions: ‘A
Carolingian scholar, an Arabic
Library, and the First French Royal
Psalters’ (co-sponsored with the
IRHT, Paris, confirmed speakers
and topics include Pierre Chambert
Protat, on Florus de Lyon; Muriel
Roiland on a private library of
Arabic in Timbuktu; and Patricia
Stirnemann on the Ingeborg and
Blanche Psalters); ‘MSS and Books
Unbound: Identification and
Recovery of Fragments’; ‘Mind the
Gaps: Spaces in MSS and Printed
Books’.

The Schoenberg Database of
Manuscripts (SDBM) at the
University of Pennsylvania
(http://dla.library.upenn.edu/dla/sch
oenberg/index.html) will sponsor a
session on ‘Networks of
Transmission: Histories and
Practices of Collecting Medieval
Manuscripts and Documents’,
focusing on the mapping of those
networks of sale and purchase
through which medieval
manuscripts have been pursued and
on the collectors and collecting that
have catalysed this transmission
across the centuries. Topics may

Le XIXe siècle en lumière :
redécouverte et revalorisation de
l’enluminure médiévale en France
au temps du livre industriel
Université Rennes 2, Rennes
18-19 May 2017
The resurgence of interest in
manuscript illumination was one of
13
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the significant aspects of the cult of
medievalism which swept through
most of Europe in the 19th century.
In France research on this specific
field is still limited despite the
remarkable legacy of material.
In conjunction with the ‘Trésors
enluminés de Normandie’
exhibition in Rouen (see p. 19), this
conference aims to scope and map
French knowledge and
interpretation of the art of
illumination from the 1800s to the
eve of World War I, from
bibliophiles to publishing house and
from erudite studies to artistic
practice.
The conference will focus on
various themes: precursors (17th
and 18th centuries; the art market
and collectors (sales catalogues,
French private collections in the
19th century, the breaking up
manuscripts for the sale of
individual miniatures and
emergence of forgery); scholarly
approaches; facsimiles (widening
public interest, new printing
techniques); artists and medieval
illumination (reappropriation and
adaptation). Publication of the
conference transactions is planned.
Call for papers closes 5 October
2016. For further details visit
www.fabula.org/actualites/le-xixesiecle-en-lumiere-redecouverte-etrevalorisation-de-l-enluminuremedievale-en-france-au_74993.php.

The conference will be hosted by
Elizabeth Archibald and Corinne
Saunders of the University of
Durham. Papers are invited on any
topic reflecting the Congress theme,
which may be interpreted broadly
or narrowly. The Congress
welcomes proposals that discuss the
work of Gower or related authors.
Special consideration will be given
to proposals that address related
issues of manuscript and/or print:
MS sources and exemplars for the
writing of Gower and his
contemporaries more generally (or
works that may have been
influential upon or created a context
for the writings of these authors);
ideas of the author as conveyed in
manuscripts and printed books (and
perhaps beyond); and the ways in
which later translators, editors,
scribes and/or printers made sense
of the work of Gower and other
writers of his time. Proposals for
papers must be submitted
electronically by 1 November 2016
to gowerebs2017@gmail.com.
Paper copies of each abstract or
panel proposal should be posted to
Martha Driver, Departments of
English and WGS, Pace University,
41 Park Row, NY, New York
10038. Proposals for sessions of
three or four papers are welcome.
Further details at
www.nyu.edu/projects/EBS/;
specific enquiries to
mdriver@pace.edu or
rfyeager@hotmail.com.

Gower, his Contemporaries, and
their Legacy in MSS and Early
Printed Books, 1350-1550.’
Joint conference of the Early
Book Society & the John Gower
Society
University of Durham
9-15 July, 2017

Scribes and the Presentation of
Texts (from Antiquity to ca. 1550)
CIPL Annual Meeting
Beinecke Library
Yale University
6-8 September 2017
14
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The 20th annual meeting of the
Comité International de
Paléographie Latine will be the first
ever held in the USA, at the newly
renovated Beinecke Library
(reopening September 2016).
Sessions will include ‘Recent
Directions and Results of Research
on Latin Manuscripts’ (sponsored
by Apices). The call for papers is
now closed. Further details at:
www.palaeographia.org/cipl/cipl.ht
m.

raising interesting notions of
landscape and memory.
Black October
17 September 2016–14 January
2017
On 21 October 1966, a mountain of
debris from a coal mine slid down a
Welsh hillside crushing houses and
a school at Aberfan, near Merthyr
Tydfil. The slurry killed 144
people, 116 of them children at
Pantglas School, in a tragedy that
reverberated around the world.
Over the past fifty years people
have been commemorating the
Aberfan disaster through literature,
art, music and film. This exhibition
looks at the disaster itself, and its
aftermath.

LECTURES
Lowe Lectures, Oxford
Rod Thomson will give the Lowe
lectures in Oxford at 5pm on
Wednesday, 22, Friday, 24, and
Monday, 27 February 2017. Further
details should be available soon, see
www.ccc.ox.ac.uk/SpecialLectures/.

Aberfan: The Days After
17 September 2016–14 January
2017
Among the most poignant archives
relating to the Aberfan disaster is
the photographic collection of
American photojournalist I.C.
Rapoport. Working for Life
magazine, Rapoport travelled to
Wales to document the aftermath of
the disaster, and its impact on the
shocked and grieving community.
His is an unique record of residents’
attempts to come to terms with life
after tragedy.

EXHIBITIONS
Information has been drawn from
press-releases and websites as well
as contributions from our members
and colleagues. Please check
opening dates and times and other
details before travelling as these
may vary from those given here.
ABERYSTWYTH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF WALES
Mametz: Aled Rhys Hughes &
David Jones
2 July–3 December 2016
An exhibition of photographs of
Mametz Wood, the objective of the
38th (Welsh) Division during the
First Battle of the Somme in 1916.
Inspired by David Jones’s famous
poem, In Parenthesis, new
photographs by Aled Rhys Hughes
are shown alongside items from the
Library’s David Jones Archive,

Fallen Poets: Edward Thomas &
Hedd Wyn
28 January–1 July 2017
A centennial commemoration of
two Welsh poets who were killed in
action during 1917. The Englishlanguage poet Edward Thomas fell
at Arras on 9 April 1917, and
Welsh-language poet Ellis
Humphrey Evans (Hedd Wyn) was
killed at Passchendaele on 31 July
15
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1917. Both poets drew their
inspiration from the countryside, in
stark contrast to their experiences of
the horrors of the Trenches.

manuscripts and printed books
dating from the 9th to 17th
centuries are on display, including
masterpieces by well-known artists,
such as Lippo Vanni, Benedetto
Bordon, Jean Poyer, Jean
Bourdichon, Simon Bening, and the
Boucicaut and Rohan masters.
Identifiable patrons include Charles
V of France, Jean, duc de Berry,
Pope Sixtus IV, Borso d’Este, and
Isabella d’Este. Many of these
manuscripts have never been
exhibited to the public or previously
reproduced.
Each of the three venues will
highlight one of the three principal
contexts for the production of books
in the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, and related
developments in design, script and
decoration.
The exhibition is accompanied by a
scholarly catalogue with
contributions by 85 American and
European scholars (details on p. 28
below).
For further information visit:
www.themedievalacademyblog.org/
beyond-words-illuminatedmanuscripts-from-bostoncollections/.
Details of the linked international
conference are on p. 10.

Stories of the Saints
18 February–3 June 2017
The culmination of a four-year
AHRC-funded project, this
exhibition, curated by researchers at
The University of Wales Centre for
Advanced Welsh and Celtic
Studies, focuses on the lives of
saints Gwenfrewi (Winifred) and
Dewi (David). It coincides with the
production of an electronic edition
of the poetry, prose and genealogies
which make up the medieval
Welsh-language hagiographical
corpus.
BOSTON, MASS., USA
Beyond Words: Illuminated
Manuscripts from Boston
Collections:
Church & Cloister (Houghton
Library, until 10 Dec. 2016);
Pleasure & Piety (McMullen
Museum of Art, Boston College:
until 11 Dec. 2016); Italian
Renaissance Books (Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum: until
Jan. 16, 2017).
These three linked exhibitions,
organised by Professor Jeffrey F.
Hamburger of Harvard university in
collaboration with a team of local
experts, showcase for the first time
highlights of medieval and
Renaissance illumination in the
Boston area. Supported by a
generous grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities as
well as by private donors, this
ambitious and wide-ranging
exhibition features loans from 18
local institutions. 260 outstanding

CAMBRIDGE, FITZWILLIAM
MUSEUM
COLOUR: The Art and Science
of Illuminated Manuscripts
30 July–30 Dec. 2016
This exhibition celebrates the
Fitzwilliam’s 2016 bicentenary with
a stunning display of 150
illuminated manuscripts from its
rich collections. They range from
the prayer books of European
royalty and merchants to British
16
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treasures like the Macclesfield
Psalter, from an alchemical scroll
and a duchess’s wedding gift to the
ABC of a five-year old princess.

conservators involved in the
Cambridge Illuminations and
MINIARE projects. For further
details of the exhibition see:
www.miniare.org/exhibition_colour
.php.
The exhibition catalogue is
reviewed on p. 26 below; for the
related conference see p. 10, and
for the new ILLUMINATED website
see p. 30.

Manuscripts, many of them
displayed here for the first time
were at the heart of Viscount
Fitzwilliam’s collection with which
the Museum was established in
1816. They can be seen only at the
Museum due to a clause in
Fitzwilliam’s bequest which
prevents them from leaving the
building and reveals the anxieties of
the Founder, who had assembled
his treasures in the aftermath of the
French Revolution.

DURHAM CATHEDRAL
LIBRARY
Open Treasure
The claustral spaces now host an
interactive display showcasing the
history of the Cathedral, the life of
St Cuthbert and the many facets of
life in a monastic community.
Tickets may be booked online at:
www.durhamcathedral.co.uk/visit/
what-to-visit/open-treasure/book.

The hundreds of images sheltered in
volumes that were cherished in
princely and religious libraries for
centuries constitute the largest and
best preserved repositories of
medieval and Renaissance painting.
With most panel and wall paintings
destroyed by war, greed, puritanical
zeal or time, illuminated
manuscripts are the richest
resources for the study of European
painting between the 6th and the
16th century – the main focus of
this exhibition.

New exhibition galleries have also
been developed, where many of the
Cathedral’s treasured artefacts and
manuscripts can now be displayed
in environmentally controlled
conditions.
EDINBURGH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND
You are Here
Until 31 March 2017
What is a map? The summer
exhibition asks that question, taking
the visitor on a cartographic journey
from the Library’s main building on
George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, to
the ends of the Earth. A map says
‘You are Here’ in a street, a town,
an exact place in the world. Maps
feature on phones, tablets, satnav,
and even paper. They are
everywhere; in pockets and screens,
in advertising and merchandising.

Highlights of Byzantine, Armenian,
Persian and Sanskrit manuscripts
are also included, but exhibits range
from 8th-century Northumbria to
17th-century Nepal via Oxford,
Paris, Bruges, Cologne, Florence,
Venice, Constantinople, Jerusalem
and Kashmir, while cutting-edge
technologies reveal about their
painting materials, and the images’
meaning and value to their owners.
COLOUR showcases advanced
research undertaken by the
Fitzwilliam’s curators and
17
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The Sma’ Perfect: A display to
celebrate the centenary of Jessie
Kesson’s birth
September–November 2016
Jessie Kesson’s life story was
dramatic and difficult. This display
draws largely on the writer’s
archive, presented to the Library
this year by her daughter. With the
exception of Another Time, Another
Place, little survives in the archive
relating directly to the books for
which Jessie is best known, but
there is a wealth of material
reflecting her long career as a writer
of radio plays. Her work drew
largely on her own life experiences,
much of it set in the rural North
East and often written in the Doric
that she spoke all her life.

materials used by book
illuminators.
The Shimmer of Gold: Giovanni
di Paolo in Renaissance Siena The Branchini Altarpiece
11 October 2016–January 2017
Giovanni di Paolo (c. 1399–1482)
was one of the most distinctive and
imaginative artists, who worked as
a manuscript illuminator and panel
painter in Renaissance Siena.
Giovanni received prestigious
commissions over the course of his
lengthy career, including the
important Branchini Altarpiece of
1427. Presented together, probably
for the first time since its dispersal,
the altarpiece will be displayed
alongside works on panel and on
parchment by Giovanni and his
close collaborators and
contemporaries. The exhibition also
offers insights into his technique of
working with and on gold to create
masterful luminous effects.

LOS ANGELES
J. PAUL GETTY MUSEUM
Alchemy of Color in Medieval
Manuscripts
11 October 2016–8 January 2017
Appreciated today for its aesthetic
qualities, colour was understood for
its material and scientific properties
during the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance. The manufacture of
pigments and coloured inks used for
painting and writing manuscripts
was part of the science of alchemy.
Concerned with the transformation
of matter, medieval alchemy was
closely tied to artistic practice. This
exhibition explores alchemy as the
early forerunner to modern
chemistry, and features the
‘alchemical rainbow’ of colorants,
made from plants, minerals, and
metals as well as medieval recipes
for pigments and imitation gold in a
presentation that highlights the
Getty’s ongoing research into the

Remembering Antiquity: The
Ancient World through Medieval
Eyes
24 January–4 June 2017
Featuring illuminated manuscripts
and antiquities from the Getty
Museum’s collection, this
exhibition explores medieval
responses to the classical world. For
over a millennium following the fall
of Rome, the culture of antiquity
was remembered, performed, and
preserved through visual arts,
ceremony, and monastic book
culture. At the hands of medieval
authors, the narratives of ancient
rulers and mythic heroes were
adapted and embellished for
inclusion in religious texts. People
saw themselves as part of a rich
18
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classical heritage that was sustained
and transmitted through the work of
medieval artisans.

written by Prime Minister Benjamin
Disraeli on meeting Queen
Victoria; a bill for playing cards
and decanters from Oscar Wilde's
time in Oxford; an 11th-century
gospel with ivory binding; the
earliest document in the Oxford
University Archives on an early
case of town/gown strife; a
manuscript of Alan Bennett's play
Kafka’s Dick; Holst’s score of the
Planets; and the first book printed
in Oxford. For further details visit:
http://treasures.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ex
hibition/.

OXFORD, WESTON LIBRARY
Bodleian Treasures: 24 pairs
Until 19 February 2017
The first exhibition at the
Bodleian’s Treasures Gallery in the
newly-renovated Weston Library
presents in 24 pairs some of the
highlights of the 12 million items in
the Bodleian’s collections, with
familiar icons shown alongside the
less familiar. Some pairs show the
influence of one book on another;
some explore a similar theme,
evoke a particular period, or
provide a visual dimension to the
display; others consider the very
idea of a ‘treasure’. Rare books will
be brought together with
manuscripts while modern
ephemera will sit alongside 400year-old rolls, drawing out themes
and unique stories that bring the
pairs together.

ROUEN, MUSÉE DES
ANTIQUITÉS
‘Trésors enluminés de France:
Normandie et Bretagne’
5 December 2016–19 March 2017
For further details, available nearer
the opening date, visit
http://museedesantiquites.fr, or tel.
+33 (0)2 35 98 55 10. A related
volume is scheduled for publication
by PUR in November.

Featured items span more than
2,000 years, 10 languages, and
many formats from photographs to
copper printing plates, and from
‘treasure’ bindings made of
precious metals, gems, silk, and
ivory to treasures that have been
found hidden in bindings, including
important fragments of late
medieval polyphonic music. The
oldest are fragments from a papyrus
roll of Sappho’s poems while one
of the most recent items is a
photographic portrait of Aung San
Suu Kyi, never displayed before.
The exhibition also includes C.S.
Lewis’s Map of Narnia; the earliest
surviving manuscript for about half
of Plato’s Dialogues; a letter

URBANA, ILLINOIS
SPURLOCK MUSEUM OF
WORLD CULTURES
Medieval Irish Masterpieces in
Modern Reproduction
13 September 2016–2 April 2017
This exhibition showcases
University of Illinois collections of
modern reproductions of medieval
Irish art. The craft of metalworking
is represented by electrotype
facsimiles of jewellery and
reliquaries such as the Tara Brooch
and the Cross of Cong, made by the
Dublin jewellery firm Edmond
Johnson for the 1893 Chicago
World’s Fair. The art of the scribe
is illustrated by 10 limited-edition
facsimiles of medieval Irish
19
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manuscripts such as the Leabhar
Breac and the Book of Kells
published by learned societies such
as the Royal Irish Academy and
commercial presses such as Urs
Graf Verlag.
Most of these reproductions were
acquired by the University in and
around 1916, the year of the Easter
Rising against British rule. They
celebrated Irish culture as part of an
Irish Foundation envisioned by
Gertrude Schoepperle, a Celtic
scholar in the English Department.

NEW YORK: CENTER FOR
JEWISH HISTORY (14 May–6
August 2017)
500 Years of Treasures from
Oxford
Some 50 items from the library of
Corpus Christi College, Oxford,
will be included in this exhibition
marking the 500th anniversary of
the founding of the College in 1517.
Among the most famous medieval
manuscripts will be the 10thcentury Rule of St Benedict from
Bury St Edmunds (MS 197), the
12th-century ‘Irish Gospels’ (MS
122), the Chronicle of John of
Worcester (MS 157), the Lapworth
Missal, dated 1398 (MS 394);
important copies of the Canterbury
Tales (MS 198) and Piers Plowman
(MS 201); the Oglethorpe Bible
(MS 385), perhaps made for Louis
XII and/or his wife Anne of
Brittany, all the 13th-century
Hebrew manuscripts bequeathed to
the College by its first President,
John Claymond (MSS 5-11), and
the 1589 catalogue of the Library
(D/3/1/1 olim MS 416), in which
many of these manuscripts are
listed.

This centenary exhibition places
these reproductions in relation to
their medieval originals and in the
modern context of the Gaelic
Revival and the construction,
imagination, and study of Irish
cultural heritage and national
identity in Ireland and America.
Further details at
www.spurlock.illinois.edu/exhibits/
profiles/medieval-irish.html.
UTRECHT
CATHARIJNECONVENT
Heilig Schrift: Tanach, Bible and
Koran
7 October 2016–8 January 2017
The 9th century Utrecht Psalter
(Utrecht University Library, MS
32) will be among the items on
display in this exhibition focusing
on Scripture, featuring precious
books from the Jewish, Christian
and Islamic traditions. For further
details visit:
www.catharijneconvent.nl/bezoekons/tentoonstellingen/heilig-schrift/.

NEW ARRIVALS
Librarians, archivists and users are
invited to inform the Editor of any
notable new accessions to
institutional collections.
ABERYSTWYTH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF WALES
Submitted by Maredudd ap Huw,
Manuscripts Librarian.
Two warrants signed by Charles I,
to the Attorney General Sir John
Bankes, received 17 July 1636 and
24 October 1637, together with a
petition to the King from Thomas

WASHINGTON, DC, FOLGER
SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY (4
February–30 April 2017) &
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Wyrfai’, 1827-95), including strictmetre verse, epitaphs and
translations of hymns into Welsh.
The volume also contains two
letters from Ellis Roberts, 1894 and
1895, addressed to his daughter
Esther Margaret (‘Essie’) (NLW ex
2936).
An extensive family archive from
Bronceiro, Bow Street, Ceredigion
including further papers of Welsh
musician, composer and conductor
J.T. Rees (1857-1949), and of his
son, the diplomat, Welsh translator
and publisher T. Ifor Rees (18901977). Ifor Rees’s papers include
materials relating to his period as
British Minister in Mexico City
(1938-43), and as British Minister
(1943-7) and thereafter first British
Ambassador (1947-9) to Bolivia
(Papurau J.T. Rees a T. Ifor Rees).

Bushell, granted at Lindhurst, 10
August 1637, all concerning the
production of copperas (ferrous
sulphate), with reference to
obtaining silver from Welsh mines.
This later led to the establishment
of a royal mint at Aberystwyth,
with Bushell as warden (Bonham’s,
London, 16 March 2016, lot 202)
(added to NLW MS 24045F).
An autograph letter by Prince
Rupert, dated 17 May 1645, sent
from Newport, Shropshire to an
unidentified correspondent,
possibly in South Wales, with
reference to news that Montgomery
Castle had been held for the king by
Sir John Price (Bonham’s, London,
16 March 2016, lot 213) (added to
NLW MS 24044D).
A volume of manuscript sermons,
1650-3 by the English ejected
minister Joseph Caryl (1603-73).
The volume was presented to the
Rev. Thomas Charles (1755-1814)
of Bala by Lady Anne Agnes
Erskine (1739-1804), friend and
trustee of Selina, countess of
Huntingdon. It was formerly kept at
the Bala Theological College
Library, which was dispersed in
1964 (NLW MS 24098D).

Two holograph poems, c. 1905, by
teacher, editor and redoubtable
temperance campaigner Sarah Jane
Rees (‘Cranogwen’, 1839-1916),
addressed to Maggie Eurona,
daughter of Captain David Jones
and his wife, Bryneuron,
Llangrannog, on the occasion of her
first birthday and baptism (NLW ex
2935).
A collection of letters addressed to
Gordon Macdonald (first Baron
Macdonald of Gwaenysgor, 18881966), Labour politician and last
British Governor of Newfoundland.
They include letters from Clement
Attlee, Hugh Gaitskell, Harold
Wilson and Winston Churchill
(Bloomsbury Auctions, 27 July
2016, lot 142) (Lord Macdonald of
Gwaenysgor Papers).
A substantial collection of scores
and arrangements by composer
Idris Lewis (1889-1952), first

A journal, 1836-7, containing
accounts of a journey from London
to Leeds, and a tour of Wales,
undertaken by Joseph Gurney
Barclay. The Welsh tour includes
extensive references to Robert
Pugh, the Cadair Idris guide, who
supplied Barclay with information
as to the natural history of Wales
(NLW MS 24097B).
A volume of holograph poems,
1866-82, by cleric and eisteddfodic
poet Ellis Roberts (‘Elis Wyn o
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musical director of the Welsh
region for the BBC, 1936-52 (added
to the Tŷ Cerdd Archive).

Guy Roddon (1919-2006) (NLW
MSS 24092-24094).
Holograph manuscripts of two
works by composer Alun Hoddinott
(1929-2008), namely the
unpublished and unrecorded anthem
‘In the Beginning’ (Op. 23A) of c.
1960, and a fair copy of his
‘Toccata alla Giga for organ’ (Op.
37) of c. 1964 (added to the Alun
Hoddinott Archive).

A substantial family archive from
Laura Place, Aberystwyth,
including the remaining papers of
Thomas Edward Ellis (1859-99),
M.P. for Merioneth, 1886-99, and
chief Liberal whip, 1894-5, of his
brother in law, bibliophile J.H.
Davies (1871-1926), and of his son,
the author T.I. Ellis (1899-1970).
The collection also includes the
papers of T.I. Ellis’s wife, the
author Mary Gwendoline (‘Mari’)
Ellis (1913-2015) (Papurau T.I.
Ellis a Mari Ellis, and added to
Thomas Edward Ellis Papers and
J.H. Davies, Cwrt Mawr, Papers).

Further papers of former National
Librarian Dr E.D. Jones, including
a valuable collection of letters,
1927-83 from a number of
prominent Welsh correspondents,
including J. Goronwy Edwards,
Gwynfor Evans, Maxwell Fraser,
Saunders Lewis, D. Martyn LloydJones, and Clough Williams-Ellis
(added to Papurau’r Dr E.D. Jones).

A letter, dated 10-11 July 1967,
from the artist and poet David Jones
(1895-1974) to the novelist
Anthony Powell (1905-2000)
discussing genealogy and Welsh
history, topics on which they shared
a common interest. The letter also
contains references to Jones’s
involvement in the battle of
Mametz Wood, 10-11 July 1916,
the subject of part of his poem In
Parenthesis (1937) (Bonham’s,
London, 15 June 2016, lot 198;
purchased with the assistance of the
Friends of the National Libraries)
(added to NLW MS 24045F).

A further group of papers was
purchased from poet Tony Curtis
(1946- ), including an autograph
letter, 25 December 1959, from
Vernon Watkins to Maurice Zarb,
relating to their joint experience at
Bletchley Park during the Second
World War; five letters, 1969-73,
from B.S. Johnson to Tony Curtis;
manuscript and typescript poems by
John Tripp; and a holograph poem,
‘Among a Heap of Stones’ (2000),
by Dannie Abse (added to Tony
Curtis Papers).
Welsh-language campaign archives
received recently include the
papers, 1985-2016, of civil rights
movement Cefn, and of their
national organiser Eleri Carrog
(Archif Cefn), together with papers,
1988-93, of Fforwm Iaith
Genedlaethol (National Language
Forum), which campaigned for a
new Welsh language Act under the

Some 500 letters and postcards,
1954-78, from boxer and
watercolourist Edwin John (19051978), son of artist Augustus John,
to his daughter Sara John, together
with miscellaneous letters and
family photographs. Also included
are forty-five letters, 1965-75 from
Edwin John to his friend, the artist
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chairmanship of Dr Carl Clowes
(Archif Fforwm Iaith
Genedlaethol). Four scrap-books,
1962-7, were also added to the
papers of the Welsh Language
Society (Papurau Cymdeithas yr
Iaith Gymraeg).

Submitted by Nicolas Bell,
Librarian of Trinity College,
Cambridge.
A. E. Housman: 53 unpublished
letters to his godson, Gerald
Jackson (son of Moses Jackson),
1927-36, with a short poem ‘Aids
towards answering the first question
in the Catechism’. Purchased from
the family of Gerald Jackson.

Additional papers of poet and
popular children’s author T. Llew
Jones (1915-2009), including
holograph poems, notes relating to
folklore, poems addressed to him
on his 90th birthday, and a
notebook kept by his friend and
fellow poet Alun Jeremiah Jones
(‘Alun Cilie’, 1897-1975) (added to
Papurau T. Llew Jones).

DURHAM UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
Report by Judy Burg and Michael
Stansfield.
Arguably the most significant
recent acquisition has been the
papers of Laurens van der Post
(1906-96), educator, journalist,
humanitarian, philosopher,
explorer, conservationist etc, which
were acquired with help from the
V&A Purchase Fund and Friends of
the National Libraries. Other
acquisitions have included 3 further
medieval manuscript fragments
and, to the Catholic collections held
at Ushaw College, the archives of
the National Board of Catholic
Women, the Young Christian
Students and the Catholic scholar
Nancy Pollard Brown (1921-2015).

Political archives received recently
include material collected by Peter
Hughes Griffiths, mainly as election
agent for Plaid Cymru MP Gwynfor
Evans (1912-2005) in 1966 and
1974 (Peter Hughes Griffiths
(Gwynfor Evans) Papers), together
with additional papers of the Wales
Labour Party, 1946-2011, including
material produced during
campaigns for National Assembly
and European elections, and the
Wales Referendum (added to
Labour Party Wales Archive), and
political papers of Labour politician
James Donnelly Touhig (Baron
Touhig, 1947- ) (Lord Touhig
Papers).

EDINBURGH, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND
Significant accessions for the
period April-August 2016, selected
by Kenneth Dunn, Manuscript &
Archive Collections Manager.

55 sketch-books containing
drawings by Welsh artist Gwilym
Prichard (1931-2015), donated by
his wife, Tenby-based artist Claudia
Williams (1933- ) (Visual Materials
Collection).

Four manuscripts of Rev. William
Trail (1640-1714) of Borthwick: a
miscellany of prose and verse,
1681-1714; a miscellany volume
begun at university, 1659 et seq.; a
commonplace book, 1668, covering
a range of subjects, mostly
religious; a system of shorthand,

CAMBRIDGE, TRINITY
COLLEGE LIBRARY
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‘Brachygraphy’, 1700. With two
manuscripts of Trail’s sons, Rev.
William Trail (1683-1743) of
Benholm, Kincardineshire, and
Rev. Robert Trail (1687-1763) of
Panbridge, Angus. (NLS Acc.
13743).
MS notebook, 1803, of Geoffrey
McCalman: ‘The surname Mac
Calma.’ (NLS Acc. 13735).
Thomas Campbell’s draft of ‘To the
Rainbow’, with seven letters to
Campbell from Francis Jeffrey,
Joanna Baillie, and Thomas
Telford, 1806-19. (NLS Acc.
13732).
Letter, 1884, of Robert Louis
Stevenson to Horace Dobell,
tipped-into Dobell’s annotated copy
of one of his medical works; with
two letters of Sir Thomas Watson.
(NLS Acc. 13716).
Letters, 1885-92, of Robert Louis
Stevenson to Anne Jenkin, widow
of Fleeming Jenkin (1833-1885),
engineer and academic, Edinburgh
University. With letters from Fanny
Stevenson, the writer’s wife, and an
autograph manuscript ‘The Day
after Tomorrow’, a critique of
English politics by Stevenson.
(NLS Acc. 13744).
Interleaved copy, 3 volumes, of 1st
edition of Dwelly’s Gaelic
Dictionary (1902-11), containing
several letters, 1906-12, of Edward
Dwelly to the set’s owner, Duncan
MacIssac. (NLS Acc. 13736).
Five sketches, 1908, 1911 &
undated, by O.H. Mavor, loosely
inserted into a copy of Caricatures
by O.H.! (1914). (NLS Acc.
13726).
Letters, poems, notebook and
drawings, 1956-78 & undated, of

W.S. Graham sent to Alan Lowndes
& his family. (NLS Acc. 13727).
Literary papers and
correspondence, c. 1965-2015, of
Alexander Hutchison. (NLS Acc.
13737).
Literary MSS, correspondence and
related papers, c.1946-94, of Jessie
Kesson. (NLS. Acc. 13722).
Papers of Sir Robert Watson Watt,
1940s-50s, including
correspondence relating to his
award of the Hughes Medal, 1948.
(NLS Acc. 13742).
Papers of Peter Cochran (19442015), Byron scholar, c.1970-2015.
(NLS Acc. 13714).
Correspondence, scripts and papers,
c.1981-94, of and relating to Jessie
Kesson and Andrew Hewson, her
literary agent. (NLS Acc. 13721).
Research papers, notes and e-mail
correspondence, c. 2007-8, of
Margaret Elphinstone relating to
The Gathering Night (2009); with
some printout drafts of sections of
the novel. (NLS Acc. 13731).
LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY
Submitted by Michael St. John
McAlister, Western Manuscripts
Cataloguing Manager.
Burton Abbey cartulary, mid 13th15th cent. (Add. MS 89169).
Personal and political papers of
Hugh Oakeley Arnold-Forster,
1858-1979 (Add. MS 89170).
Harley Cokeliss: Papers relating to
two short films about J.G. Ballard
and Eduardo Paolozzi, 1960-71
(Add. MS 89171).
P.J. Kavanagh archive, 20th cent.
(Add. MS 89172).
David Hughes’s Dylan Thomas
collection, 1960-1 (Add. MS
89173).
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Julian Maclaren-Ross archive, 20th
cent. (Add. MS 89174).
Wilkie Collins: autograph draft
manuscript of his play ‘The New
Magdalen’, 1871 (Add. MS 89175).
Diaries of Sheena Tennant, 19141918 (Add. MS 89176).
Virago Press/Carmen Callil papers,
1960s-2000s (Add. MS 89178).
The Binnie Yeates Collection,
relating to Harold Pinter, 19662008 (Add. MS 89179).
The Michael Young Collection,
relating to Harold Pinter, 19602009 (Add. MS 89180).
The Richard Seaver Collection,
relating to Harold Pinter, 19622006 (Add. MS 89181).
Letters from Harold Pinter to
Jimmy Law, c. 1950-7 (Add. MS
89182).
Harold Pinter letters to Patrick
Magee, 1964-c. 1975 (Add. MS
89183).
Holograph draft manuscript of
Jennings Again! by Anthony
Buckeridge, 1990 (Add. MS
89184).
The John Furse Collection, relating
to B.S. Johnson, 1965-2004 (Add.
MS 89185).
John Berger typescript ‘A seventh
man’, 20th cent. (Add. MS 89186).
John Berger letters to Kirstie
Williams (née Uren), 20th cent.
(Add. MS 89187).
Thomas Pickstock, Waterloo travel
journal, 1843-4 (Add. MS 89188).
Journal of a tour to Brussels, c.
1814 (Add. MS 89189).
Diary of Priscilla Susan Tarleton,
1812-1980 (Add. MS 89190).
J. G. Ballard: Two typescripts
(‘Dream Cargoes’ and The
Kindness of Women), 1990-1 (Add.
MS 89191).

Supplementary Lee Harwood
papers, 1970-2015 (Add. MS
89192).
British Library Music accessions
Submitted by Andra Patterson
Music manuscripts of Lennox
Berkeley (MS Mus. 1801, formerly
Music Loan 101).
A collection of music manuscripts
of Ernest John Moeran, Emil
Sjögren, Arthur Sullivan, Sergeĭ
Aleksandrovich Dianin and
Viacheslav Gavrilovich Karatygin,
along with a German translation of
a treatise by Bartok on Hungarian
folk music (Music Deposit
2015/26).
Music manuscripts, poems and
other writings of Cullen Maiden,
along with press cuttings,
programmes and photographs
(Music Deposit 2015/34).
Scripts, programme ideas and
documents of Barrie Gavin, along
with printed music scores marked
up for television coverage (Music
Deposit 2015/35).
Music manuscripts of Elizabeth
Poston (Music Deposit 2015/51).
A collection of letters from Michael
Finnissy to Robert Smallwood
(Music Deposit 2016/01).
A collection of letters from Ursula
Vaughan Williams to Renée
Stewart (Music Deposit 2016/02).
A collection of letters to Colin
Scott-Sutherland from Harriet
Cohen, Malcolm Binns, Peter
Thompson, John Jeffreys, Ian
Venables and Mervyn Roberts
(Music Deposit 2016/05).
Music manuscripts, work-books
and correspondence of Giles
Swayne (MS Mus. 1808).
Compositions and arrangements by
Roy Douglas, along with two works
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by Ralph Vaughan Williams edited
by Roy Douglas: ‘Suite de Ballet’
for flute & piano, and ‘Schmücke
Dich, o liebe Seele’ (Bach, arr.
RVW for cello & orchestra) (MS
Mus. 1794).
A collection of autograph letters
sent to Louis Hamad by Edvard
Grieg, Ralph Vaughan Williams,
Frank Bridge, Stewart Macpherson,
Parry, Caroline Elgar, Charles
Villiers Stanford, Jelly d’Aranyi,
Lady Somervell and Hugh Allen,
along with a presentation signature
of Gustav Holst (Music Deposit
2016/12).
Warrant signed ‘Charles R’ to Sir
William Uvedale (‘Vardall’),
appointing ‘Nicholas Picart to serve
as one of our Musicians for the
Violins’ (Music Deposit 2016/13).
Music manuscripts of George
Newson (Music Deposit 2016/15).
Music archive and business archive
of Boosey & Hawkes (Music
Deposit 2016/17).
Music manuscripts of Felix White
(Music Deposit 2016/39).

this treatment in the past, but at
Cambridge, the breadth and number
of works investigated begins to
produce a ‘statistically meaningful’
amount of data. Stella Panayotova
and Paola Ricciardi give an account
of the non-invasive analytical
methods and scientific equipment
used since 2012 by the MINIARE
project based at the Fitzwilliam
Museum, whose Hamilton Kerr
Institute has since 1976 has
engaged with the scientific analysis
and conservation of paintings.
Manuscripts are presented in 122
catalogue descriptions of complete
manuscripts and fragments dating
from the 8th century to a carta
executoria of 1600, along with
19th-century works by the elusive
Spanish Forger and Caleb Wing,
the latter with a reputation that
hangs precariously between that of
a forger and of a teacher who gave
classes in illumination to young
ladies holidaying in Brighton, but a
superb craftsman by any account.
Five works from Byzantium and
further east provide useful
comparative material.

BOOK REVIEW
COLOUR. The art and science of
illuminated manuscripts, ed. Stella
Panayotova, Deirdre Jackson and
Paola Ricciardi (London &
Turnhout: Harvey Miller, 2016).
Reviewed by Rowan Watson.
This catalogue accompanies an
exhibition showing at the
Fitzwilliam Museum until 30
December 2016, part of the
museum’s bicentennial
celebrations. The book and
exhibition present the results of
work carried out using scientific
apparatus in conjunction with arthistorical research. A few
outstanding manuscripts have had

Colour has always helped identify
groups of related manuscripts. Use
of scientific equipment lives up to
expectations that new data would
allow a firmer historical account of
the use of pigments, as well as
refining means of identifying
individual illuminators, their
working methods and the relations
between them. New sets of
questions emerge, and future
researchers are liable to be
frustrated when they lack access to
the facilities that lie behind the
MINIARE project. Even now there
may be problems of co-ordinating
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research – the results of scientific
analysis of 16th-century portrait
miniatures by the likes of Simon
Bening, for example, do not appear
in discussions of pigment
preparation and painting
techniques.
The manuscripts are considered
under fourteen themes, each section
preceded by an essay. That on ‘The
illuminator’s palette’ gives an
account of how colours were made
up from minerals and from organic
matter. Nigel Morgan’s
consideration of ‘Modelling in
manuscript painting’ from the
perspective of colour, used to
variegate monochrome grounds
from the 1260s, is highly effective;
his account of the use of gold and
silver includes discussion of
highlights painted on burnished
gold with ‘shell gold’ (the term is
preferred to brushed gold) where
iron or potassium vermillion seems
to have been added to the liquid –
Maître Honoré in the 1290s in Paris
was an early exponent of this
technique. Intriguing is the
appearance of mosaic gold (a tin
sulphide), a cheap substitute but
one which was used, in England at
least, from the 1270s (cat. 41); it
makes a guest appearance in the
superb Pontifical of Renaud de Bar
made in Metz or Verdun (13031316), of which the two parts from
the Prague National Library and the
Fitzwilliam are here brought
together for the first time (cat. 6AB). Gold painting on monochrome
coloured grounds (camaïeu d’or),
used so effectively by Fouquet and
his successors, became generalised
as an easy means of producing
glamorous ornament.

Modern chemical analysis is
frequently related to recipes
described in sources like
Theophilus and Cennini. The most
complete manuscript of
Theophilus’s De diversis artibus
from the British Library (BL Harl.
MS 3915), c.1200, is included, as is
the 1431 recipe collection of
Johannes Alcherius (once attributed
to Jean le Bègue) from Paris (BnF
ms latin 6741). These are
considered next to the Göttingen
model book (Mainz, c. 1440-1460),
the recipe collection from Cologne
with its 61 colour samples (Eastern
Netherlands, c.1470-1490) and a
collection of nearly 200 recipes for
pigments, inks and paints ‘from
northern Europe’ of the second half
of the 15th century (Oxford, Trinity
College MS 9).
Concentration on first-class works
leads occasionally to dangerous
comments – to state that grisaille in
the 15th century was associated
with princely patronage (p. 313)
may be unsafe given its use in some
very ordinary Netherlandish books
of hours. The astonishing
inventiveness of illuminators in
mixing and applying colours, and
their engagement with other crafts,
is a constant theme. Enormous
subtlety is seen in the way flesh
tones were varied to portray the
four humours in John de Foxton’s
Liber cosmographiae of c. 1408, as
it is in the shimmering gold
highlights that show how lanterns
lit Bourdichon’s Arrest of Christ of
1485/1494. Analysis of the way
flesh and faces were painted is
accompanied by highly instructive
enlarged photographs in Nancy
Turner’s contribution.
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Pigments all had associations.
Christ’s eyes are in lapis lazuli in a
Christ in Majesty from a French
Missal of 1270/1280 where the face
is painted with lead white and an
admixture of lapis (cat.76); Judas
conventionally appears in yellow
while multi-coloured robes denote
corruption (p. 347). For the heraldic
expert Johannes de Bado Aureo,
colours had a hierarchy of value,
red, blue and gold being superior to
mixed colours. Discussing a 14thcentury artist’s treatise, Stella
Panayotova refers to an anonymous
author who took black, white and
red as primary colours but argued
that eight colours were needed for
illuminating, so that mixing was
essential.

independent illuminators sharing
pigments.
This work provides a wonderful
demonstration of what can be
achieved by effective collaboration
of art historians and scientists; one
hopes it will be a first step in
further work.

SOME RECENT
PUBLICATIONS
Bibliographical details are as given
by contributors, press releases or
websites and the amount of
information is variable.
The Art of Anglo-Saxon England,
Catherine E. Karkov (Boydell &
Brewer, 2016), 350pp. 12 col. & 82
b/w illustr. ISBN: 978 1 78327 095
8. £19.99/$34.95. First published
2011, new in p/b.

Identification of egg yolk as a
binder rather than egg white or
gums provides a powerful means of
identifying individual hands. For
the famous liturgical books
produced at Santa Maria degli
Angeli from the 1370s to the 1400s
in Florence, Silvestro dei
Gherarducci used it for red
pigments (red lead and vermillion)
in both figural scenes and
ornament; Lorenzo Monaco’s
contribution is defined by similar
use of egg yolk, his colleagues
being identified by the use of other
binders (cat. 27A–D). Similar
differentiation of hands was
possible in a Florentine Missal of
1402-1405 (cat. 28), and in the
Breslau Psalter of 1255/1267,
where contributors could be
identified on the basis of how
pigments were used, as well as style
(cat. 26). The Isabella Stuart Hours
(cat. 30), by contrast, done in
Angers in c. 1431, shows three

The Auchinleck Manuscript: New
Perspectives, ed. Susanna Fein
(York Medieval Press/Boydell &
Brewer, 2016), 266pp. h/b. ISBN:
9781903153659. £60. Includes
essays on production, codicological
aspects, scribes and their practice.
The Bad-Ass Librarians of
Timbuktu and their race to save the
world’s most precious manuscripts,
Joshua Hammer (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 2016) 288pp. ISBN:
978 1 4767 7740 5. $26.
Beyond Words: Illuminated
Manuscripts in Boston Collections,
ed. Jeffrey F. Hamburger, Lisa
Fagin Davis, Anne-Marie Eze,
Nancy Netzer (Boston: McMullen
Museum of Art, 2016). 378 pp., 325
col. plates. ISBN: 978 1 8928
5028.p/b $50, h/b $85.
Catalogue of the exhibition noticed
on p. 16).
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Catalogue des manuscrits notés du
Moyen Age conservés dans les
bibliothèques publiques de France.
Collections du Nord – Pas-deCalais et de Picardie, C. Meyer
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2016),
cccxxiv+22 pp. ISBN: 978-2-50356745-7. €90.

Manuscrits grecs de la Fondation
Martin Bodmer. Étude et catalogue
scientifique, Patrick Andrist
(Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, Muttenz:
Schwab, 2016). 179pp, 11 col.
plates. ISBN 978-3-7965-3349-5.
CHF48, €48. Describes 10 codices
and a few fragments.

COLOUR. The Art & Science of
Illuminated Manuscripts, ed. Stella
Panayotova (London/Turnhout:
Harvey Miller/Brepols, 2016). 420
pp., 414 col. illustr. ISBN: 978-1909400-56-6. €75/£65 (h/b), 978-1909400-57-3. £30 (p/b). See review
by Rowan Watson, p. 26.

Matthieu Paris, Le Moine et le
Hasard. Bodleian Library, MS
Ashmole 304, ed. Allegra Iafrate
(Paris, Classiques Garnier, 2015),
274pp. ISBN: 978-2-8124-4945-1.
€46.
‘Medicine for a great household
(ca.1500): Berkeley Castle
Muniments Select Book 89’, Linda
Voigts & Ann Payne, Studies in
Medieval and Renaissance History,
3rd ser. 12 (2016), 87-269.

A Concise Companion to the Study
of Manuscripts, Printed Books, and
the Production of Early Modern
Texts. A Festschrift for Gordon
Campbell, ed. Edward Jones
(Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell
2015), 366pp. ISBN: 978 1 118
63529 2. £79.99.

‘The Plea Rolls of the Court of
Common Pleas: an unused source
for the art and history of later
medieval England, 1422-1509’,
Elizabeth Danbury & Kathleen
Scott, Antiquaries Journal, 95
(2015), 157-210.

L’iconographie du Champion des
dames de Martin Le Franc, P.
Charron (Turnhout: Brepols, 2016),
54 pp., 71 col. illustr. ISBN: 978-2503-56458-6. €65. Focuses on
Paris, BnF ms fr. 12476.

Postcards on Parchment: The
Social Lives of Medieval Books,
Kathryn M. Rudy (Yale University
Press, 2015). 362pp. 80 col., 140
b/w illustr. ISBN: 978 0300
209891. £45.

Katalog der lateinischen
Handschriften der Bayerischen
Staatsbibliothek München. Die
Handschriften aus den Klöstern
Altenhohenau und Altomünster:
Clm 2901-2966 sowie
Streubestände gleicher Provenienz,
ed. Anja Freckmann, Juliane Trede
& Elisabeth Wunderle (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2016), xxxii, 669pp.
ISBN: 978-3-447-10499-9. €178.

Printed Books of Hours from
Fifteenth-Century Italy. The Texts,
the Books, and the Survival of a
Long-Lasting Genre, Cristina
Dondi (2 vols, Florence: Olschki,
2016), ISBN: 9788822264688. €95.
The Prose Brut and Other Late
Medieval Chronicles. Books have
their Histories. Essays in Honour of
Lister M. Matheson, ed. Jaclyn
Rajsic, Erik Kooper, Dominique

‘A list of medieval Oxford
stationers’, †M.B. Parkes, The
Library, 7th ser., 17 (2016), 166-78.
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Hoche (York Medieval
Press/Boydell & Brewer, 2016),
272 pp., 11 b/w illustr. ISBN:
9781903153666. £60. Includes
essays on scribes and manuscripts
history.

provenance studies, the Spring 2017
issue, guest-edited by Justin
McDaniel, will focus on a survey of
major Thai manuscript collections
around the world. The editors are
now accepting submissions for the
Fall 2017 issue. For more
information and to subscribe, go to
http://mss.pennpress.org.

The Reader in the Book. A Study of
Spaces and Traces, ed. Stephen
Orgel (Oxford: OUP, 2015), 192pp.
ISBN: 978 0 19 873756 8. £25.

WEBSITES & ONLINE
RESOURCES

‘Thomas Hunt and the Oxford
book-business in the late fifteenth
century’, †M.B. Parkes, The
Library, 7th ser., 17 (2016), 28-39.

ILLUMINATED: Manuscripts
in the Making
http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/
illuminated/
This new digital research and
teaching resource integrates the
discoveries of two on-going
research projects in Cambridge,
The Cambridge Illuminations and
MINIARE. The first tranche of 20
manuscripts from the Fitzwilliam
Museum’s collection are now
available on line. Users can view
multiple images within each
manuscript, zoom in on details,
discover drawings hidden beneath
the painted surfaces, learn about
the pigments and the non-invasive
scientific methods used for their
identification, and explore the
relationships between scribes,
artists and owners.

Worlds of Learning. The library
and world chronicle of the
Nuremberg physician Hartmann
Schedel, ed. Bettina Wagner, trans.
Diane Booton et al. (München:
Allitera Verlag, 2015). 168pp.
ISBN: 9783869067575. €22.90.
Seals in Medieval London, 10501300: A Catalogue, John A.
McEwan (London Record
Society/Boydell & Brewer, 2016),
208 pp., 1439 col. illustr. ISBN:
9780900952562. £50.
PERIODICALS
Manuscript Studies: A Journal of
the Schoenberg Institute for
Manuscript Studies
This international, peer-reviewed
cross-disciplinary journal invites
contributions relating to the study
of pre-modern manuscript books
and documents, whether involving
traditional methodologies of
manuscript study or exploring the
potential of new ones. The first
issue is available online through
Project Muse at:
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/33571.
The Fall 2016 issue will be devoted
to histories of collecting and

Monasterium.net: Illuminated
Charters as ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’
http://monasterium.net/mom/Illumi
nierteUrkunden/collection.
The first results of this major
project have now been published on
the website, where 678 illuminated
collective indulgences are now
freely accessible. However, this is
only ‘work in progress’, both in
terms of the content and the digital
interface. Some of the indexing
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work has still to be incorporated
into the search environment, and
depth of information varies
significantly. While some items
may be significant only as
forerunners to later, more
extensively illuminated
indulgences, others merit more indepth treatment but parts of the
description may still be incomplete.
Access for users has been
prioritised so feedback is more than
welcome: please send any
additions, corrections (including
typos), additional sources, images
or bibliographic references to
illuminierteurkunden@gmail.com.

Greek Manuscripts Digitisation
Project, a one-day conference was
held at the British Library on
September 19 (details on p. 4).
Mainz Manuscripts Online
The Wissenschaftlichen
Stadtbibliothek in Mainz has
announced that MSS nos 351–I 490
and MSS I 513–I 529 from its
collections are now accessible via
the German Database of Medieval
Manuscripts (Datenbank von
Manuscripta Mediaevalia,
www.manuscripta-mediaevalia.de).
Only volumes 1-3 of the Library’s
Catalogue of Manuscripts are
available in printed form, and
hitherto other descriptions were
only accessible in pdf form on the
website (www.manuscriptamediaevalia.de/info/projectinfo/mai
nz.html). The Manuscripta
Mediaevalia resource now includes
descriptions, with full search
functions, and catalogue
information can be printed off or
downloaded in pdf form.

British Library Greek
manuscripts website
www.bl.uk/greek-manuscripts
See illustration on back cover.
The British Library has launched a
new website dedicated to Greek
manuscripts. Drawing on the
Library’s collections, including
almost a thousand manuscripts
digitised through the generous
support of the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation and the A.G. Leventis
Foundation, the website contains a
range of articles written by experts
in the field on a wide variety of
topics relating to the written word
in Greek. The articles are organised
in themes and refer to dozens of the
British Library’s most important
Greek manuscripts and papyri. Each
of these collection items is given its
own page, containing a link to the
full digitised manuscript. In
addition, the site contains a number
of videos on key themes. The
intended audience of the website is
undergraduates and the general
public. To mark its launch, and the
completion of the British Library’s

The 162 manuscripts described
include most notably theological
works together with a few liturgical
codices, as well as a portion of the
juridical works and all the medical
manuscripts. In terms of
provenance, the largest group
derives from the Carthusian
community of Mainz, others come
from the Bibliotheca Universitatis
Moguntinae or the Carmelites of
Mainz. Most are medieval, though a
few are from the early modern
period, up to the 18th century.
Medieval Text Manuscripts Blog
www.textmanuscripts.com/blog
To complement the complete
scholarly descriptions of all the
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manuscripts on its text manuscripts
site (www.textmanuscripts.com),
Les Enluminures has launched a
new blog, exploring what these
books can tell us about who made
them and used them. Some
discoveries are quite significant,
some merely amusing, and some
bizarre. Authors of the blogs
include Emily Runde, Laura Light,
Sandra Hindman, and Christopher
de Hamel. Guest posts are welcome
(a current post discusses an
acquisition by the University of
Sydney and a future one features a
manuscript at the University of
California at Los Angeles). Contact:
sandrahindman@lesenluminures.
com or
lauralight@lesenluminures.com.

one and touches on many aspects of
York’s history.
Irish Soldiers’ Diaries at Trinity
College Library
www.tcd.ie/library/fitasfiddles/
Ireland has embarked on a Decade
of Centenaries, a series of
commemorative events which
began in 2013, to open up a
national conversation on all strands
of Irish history. A development has
been the enthusiasm with which the
story of the Irish soldiers in the
British Army Great War has begun
to be embraced. This is a strand of
history that was not addressed until
the end of the 20th century.
The Manuscripts & Archives
section of Trinity College Library
has a collection of diaries and
letters of some Irish officers who
served in the War. As part of the
College’s World War I commemorative activities it was
decided to publish transcriptions of
some of them online. The end result
makes available over 1500 pages of
texts, with meticulous transcriptions
and photographs. The final work –
Fit as fiddles and as hard as nails:
Irish soldiers’ voices from the
trenches – was launched to coincide
with the battle of the Somme in July
2016. (See illustration on p. 2
above).

Digital Vatican Library (DVL)
http://digi.vatlib.it/
DVL provides free access to the
Vatican Library’s digitized
collections of manuscripts and
incunabula. It aims to digitise the
Library’s entire collection of
manuscripts, some 80,000 codices
(archival documents are not part of
the remit). The new, user-friendly
interface has direct links to the most
recent additions from the home
page.
John Neuton and York Minster
hoaportal.york.ac.uk/neuton
John Neuton was a canon of York
from 1385 until his death in 1414.
His bequest of books to York
Minster led to the re-foundation of
the cathedral library, which is still
used by scholars to this day.
From mysterious tombs to Viking
horns, the story of John Neuton and
the Minster Library is a fascinating

John Cowper Powys goes online
The National Library of Wales
holds an extensive collection of
manuscripts and papers which
belonged to John Cowper Powys
(1872-1963), poet, novelist, and
literary critic. This collection
includes literary drafts,
correspondence, and a complete run
of his diaries from 1929 to 1961.
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Recently, the Library has completed
the cataloguing of this collection,
and published the descriptions at
https://archives.library.wales/index.
php/john-cowper-powys-papers-2.
The material has been divided into
two main sections: ‘1968-1997
Purchases and Donations (NLW
MSS)’, comprising 139 volumes of
manuscripts, and ‘2006 Purchase
and Donation’, comprising 4 large
boxes and 58 small boxes of papers.
To coincide with the launch of this
new resource, the Library has
digitised and published the diary of
John Cowper Powys for 1939
(NLW MS 22215B), which is
available online at
https://www.llgc.org.uk/en/discover
/digitalgallery/manuscripts/modernperiod/john-cowper-powys/.

fixtures and fittings, and
improvements to environmental
conditions for the special book
collections which will continue to
be stored there. The Bamburgh and
Routh libraries have been decanted
into strong-rooms for the duration
of the work. The main building
refurbishment should be complete
by the end of April next year, to be
followed by a programme of
conservation on historic bookcases,
flooring and stairs. As well as
creating a well-equipped space for
teaching, the project will allow us
to open the building for guided
tours, as an extension to our
existing programme of tours of the
Castle. Tours and interpretation will
focus on the history of the building
and its role in palatinate
administration, and the history of
the book collections at Palace
Green Library, with Bamburgh and
Routh alongside Cosin’s Library.

NLW Tweets
The National Library of Wales’
archives and manuscripts Twitter
feed is gathering interest and
engaging with a community of
users in a new way. It can be
followed on NLW Archivist
@NLWArchives (Welsh-language:
Archifydd LLGC
@ArchifauLLGC). The Welsh
Political Archive at the Library has
its own Twitter feed
@WelshPolArch (Welsh-language:
@AWGymreig).

Durham Cathedral Library
returns to the cloisters
The Sharp and Chapter Library
collections have now returned to
their base in the Cathedral’s
cloisters, based in the Monks’
Dormitory. The library has reopened to visitors, Monday to
Friday, 10.00am – 4.30pm (last
entrance 4.00pm); visitors will need
to sign in at the Welcome Desk in
the Monks’ Dormitory.
Access to Durham Cathedral’s
special collections, including the
Refectory Library’s early printed
book, music, and antiquary
collections, is available by
appointment. Access to Durham
Cathedral’s medieval manuscript
collection continues to be
administered by staff at Palace

MSS & ARCHIVES NEWS
Durham University’s Palace
Green Library refurbishment
September will see the start of work
on the refurbishment of the
medieval Exchequer Buildings
within Palace Green Library. Work
will include repairs to external
stonework, conservation of internal
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Green Library, until late March
2017. Materials will be available by
appointment only, Monday to
Friday, 9.00am–4.45pm. Please
contact the library at 0191 3862489
or email
library@durhamcathedral.co.uk to
make an appointment.

Further particulars, expressions of
interest and applications, which
should include a brief CV, a
statement of plans, a draft budget
and the names and addresses of two
referees, should be sent to the
Group’s Awards Manager by 31
December 2016.
For more information and details on
how to apply, please visit:
http://www.cilip.org.uk/libraryinformation-history-group/jamesoll-awards.

Beineke Library reopens
After being closed for a major
renovation project, with temporary
arrangements for readers, the
Beinecke Library at Yale
University will reopen in
September. See
http://beineckelibraryrenovation.
yale.edu/ for updates on readers’
services.

Into the Archives: A Celebration
of Archives in Wales
On 9 June 2016 (International
Archives Day), the Archives and
Records Council of Wales (ARCW)
published its manifesto, entitled
Into the Archives: A celebration of
archives in Wales (which can be
accessed online at
www.archiveswales.org.uk/intothe-archives).
The Council, a strategic partnership
body, is made up of several Welsh
institutions, including The National
Library of Wales, National Museum
Wales, The Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Wales, thirteen local
authority archive services (county
record offices), and five higher
education archive services. These
organisations work together to
deliver all-Wales developmental
projects. Currently, the main
ARCW project is the HLF-funded
Cynefin project to digitise Tithe
Maps of Welsh parishes and
transcribe the related indexes
(http://cynefin.archiveswales.org.uk
/).

James Ollé Awards
James G. Ollé (1916-2001) was an
active teacher and distinguished
writer in the field of library history.
The Library and Information
History Group has offered awards
in his memory since 2002 with the
intention of encouraging a high
level of activity in library and
information history.
The LIHG is offering two James
Ollé Awards in 2016. The value of
each award is up to £500. Anyone
with an interest in library and/or
information history is encouraged
to apply for an award; candidates
do not need to be affiliated to
libraries, archives or academic
institutions. However, recipients of
awards must be members of LIHG.
Annual membership of the Group is
available for £39 (free for students).
James Ollé Award recipients are
required to write a report
(maximum 1,000 words) of the
work undertaken, for inclusion in
the Newsletter.
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CELEBRATING GREEK MSS AT THE
BRITISH LIBRARY

The Call of David from his flocks, from the 11th-century Theodore Psalter,
BL Add. MS 19352, f. 189v.
One of the manuscripts fully digitised and documented on the British Library’s new
Greek Manuscripts website.
See report, p. 31, and details of related conference, p. 4.
© By kind permission of the British Library.
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THE TRINITY APOCALYPSE

The heavenly Jerusalem, detail from the Trinity Apocalypse, Trinity College
Cambridge MS R.16.2, f. 25v.
One of the manuscripts featured in the current COLOUR exhibition at Cambridge.
See details on p. 16.
© Reproduced with the permission of the Master and Fellows of Trinity College,
Cambridge.
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